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Introductions
• Male
• Weighs 15 stone (well that’s what he thinks he 

weighs – in fact he weighs…)
• Has run 8 miles at his peak
• Lives in Cheshire
• Age 53
• White
• British
• Works at MCM2
• Used to own a company called Mobious
• Martin@mcm2.co.uk
• 07765 406530
• Married
• Three children
• Used to be a teacher
• Collects Comics – mainly X-Men and Avengers
• Reads Science fiction books
• Loves the film Aliens
• Was once on the cover of Marketing Direct
• Friends with Mark Littler
• Not very photogenic
• Pretty good at scrabble

Who am I?

martin@mcm2.co.uk
07765 406530

Please write your name and email 
address on the card, I will then send 
you a link to two things:

1) A full download of this presentation

2) A copy of a marketing handbook 
developed for this course and all 
the other courses we have 
delivered for Chester University.

mailto:Martin@mcm2.co.uk
mailto:martin@mcm2.co.uk




What do you do?
• Your Name
• Company Name

So, do you do:
• Facebook
• LinkedIn
• Twitter
• YouTube
• Pinterest
• Snapchat
• Instagram
• Other
• Paid ads on Facebook
• Paid ads on Twitter
• Paid ads on LinkedIn
• Facebook Pixel
• LinkedIn Pixel
• Custom audiences
• Social feeds on your website
• Video on social posts
• Membership of groups
• Live video
• Messenger bots
• Tracking on Google Analytics
• UTMS/AD Specific URLS

Wall
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You are:
• A small to medium sized business

So:
• You are time poor – your business takes a lot of your time

• You are relatively resource poor – don’t have teams of people who are currently doing nothing and 
can be tasked to do twice as much!

• You do not have huge budgets (but you do have something to spend)

But:
• I am not trying to teach you to suck eggs

And:
• This is not going to cover many of the things you can google (like Facebook profile image sizes, how 

to set up a page, in-depth details of each and every ad format and so on). This is a course on what 
you should do, why you should do it and how to get the best out of it – with some technical elements 
rolled in.

And
• We are just skimming the surface here - looking at the things that work for the majority of SMEs - our 

objective is to get you started and let you learn along the way. Even skimming the surface, there is a 
huge amount to talk about!

Some assumptions
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Who do you follow – like?

List
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Background
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If you always do what you’ve always done, 
then you’ll always get what you’ve 

always
got…
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Product

Brand

Message
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Brand

Product

Now
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If you always do what you’ve always done, 
then you’ll always get what you’ve 
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Some myths about 
social media 
marketing 
that need to 
be debunked:

• You’re already behind the curve

• Social media is the solution to your problems

• Everyone should be on social media

• It’s really hard and you need specialist help for all of it

• It’s not worth having a go at it

• You can do it for free

• Your audience actively wants to engage with you on social media

• It’s actually a SOCIAL media

• It’s intended to connect the world

• Your audience sees what you say
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Benefits of 
social 
media 
marketing
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Improved sales

A large percentage of marketers find
better sales results with more years of
social media experience.

For example, more than 70% of 
marketers who’ve been using social
media for more than 12 months report it
helped them improve sales.

In the past, using social media for selling
was a big challenge for marketers. It
appears that most have overcome this
issue.
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Increased exposure

Nearly all marketers (91+) who’ve been
using social media marketing for 1 year
or longer report it generates exposure
for their business.
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New social media 
marketers mostly 
focus on 
Facebook (89%) 
and Instagram 
(63%). 

The most 
experienced 
marketers are 
more diversified.
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Key thoughts before we start:
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First, 
You must 
stop and 
think.



Second,
the best time to 
start doing social 
media properly, 
was yesterday.
The next best 
time is today.



Third,
work out what each 
channel is good for.

What is it and what 
does it mean to the 
audience?



Breaking news, live events, contact and customer support

Consume, find out, research, entertainment

Inspiration, ideas, shopping

Consume reality, what are you doing 
now, entertainment

Connection, reinforcement, news, events, 
attention, ‘stalking’

Jobs, to sell, partnerships, connections, research



Fourth,
Just because you 
can do 
something, 
doesn’t mean 
you should.



• Auto responding on Facebook
• Commenting on Linkedin to lots of people
• Automation – loops and loops and loops
• Highly specific targeting
• Over active remarketing
• Over following
• Listening for leads
• Hashtags (lots of hashtags)



Fifth,
I takes somewhere 
between 5 and 14 touch 
points before someone 
will buy from you.



Visit 
Website 1

Visit 
Website 2

Visit Shop

Talk on 
phone

Email

Meet

Phone call

Talk to 
other 

customers

Message

Review 
you on 

facebook

Review 
you on 

Pinterest

Connect 
on twitter

Visit 
Website 3

See a 
facebook

ad

See a 
Google 
search

See a 
google ad

Receive an 
emailSee an 

online 
advert

Buy



Journey

Attribution

You

Chinese 
Restaurant

X-Men Dark 
Phoenix

Latest Lee 
Child Book



Sixth - It can feel a 
bit like you are knife 

and forking it!



The key principles of social media marketing
• Remember it is marketing - not ‘doing’ social media

• The most important thing is to be useful!

• Be persistent and consistent

• Recognise that it’s a long game

• Recognise that your objective is not the social channels’ objective

• Be realistic about what you can achieve

• If you can’t be genuine and authentic, don’t do it

• If you just want to talk about yourself, don’t do it

• Don’t build your business on something you don’t own

• Social media is largely a paid media channel

• Do not ask for likes, or shares, or be spammy

• Do not obsess – particularly about organic activity – it’s a useful tool, 
but not the be all and end all

• Measure it, measure it and then measure it some more
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• It’s not really about being social
• Why does Facebook take a second or two to load?
• Why did they create ‘login with Facebook’?
• Why is there an infinite scroll?
• Why does Facebook put pictures of ex-partners on our feeds?

• The objective of social media is to get you to behave in a way that it 
predicts how you will behave.

• You are the product on social media

• The single overriding business objective of a social media company is 
to get you, as a business, to pay them money

• The social objective of social media is to get people into it and using 
it, keep them using it, then leverage that usage to make money.

• In 2017 it was leaked that, “Facebook is using sophisticated 
algorithms to identify and exploit Australians as young as 14, by 
allowing advertisers to target them at their most vulnerable, including 
when they feel “worthless” and “insecure”, secret internal documents 
reveal.”



• Organic reach – people who get your content because they ‘follow you or like you’

• Paid reach – people who get your content because you pay for them to get your content
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Blog Pinterest Youtube Linkedin Instagram Facebook Twitter

Organic Reach 
– 3%

Organic Reach 
– 2%

Organic Reach 
– 2%

75% of 
impressions in 
first 2 ½ hours

2 Years

4 
Months

20 Days

24 
hours 21 

hours 5 hours

18 
Minutes

How long does content last?



So, bearing all that in mind, why do it at all?

1) It’s great for SEO
2) It shows people who you are, what you think, how you feel
3) People check you out on social media
4) You can build tribes and if you do it right genuinely connect with real 

people
5) You can use other people's tribes to get huge coverage
6) You can connect to people and you can build meaningful relationships
7) It is an expected channel, people expect to be able to ask you 

questions, and connect
8) It opens the door to a world of targeting that really works
9) You can, if you do it right, sell stuff and get more business, but you 

have to be realistic about it.
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Steps to take
1. Define your brand and your audience
2. Review your purchase cycle
3. Get the basic hygiene factors sorted – pixels, managers, accounts, pages, analytics, reporting etc
4. Get some audiences created, start collecting the data for later
5. Plan out your communications, so that you are bringing people on a journey
6. Plan out your content so you have a structured approach based around the 11 questions
7. Prioritise which social media you are going to focus on to get right first

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Linkedin
4. Instagram
5. ?

8. Review and improve your content/use of social media on one of the channels, get it right then 
move on to the next channel

9. Start to generate traffic through paid opportunities
10. Review and implement video content the key channels
11. Join some relevant groups and engage



First steps
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First 
step is to 
understand

ourselves and 
our audience
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What do 
you sell?

What 
makes you 
different?

Brand 4 
Words

How do 
you want 
to make 

your 
customers 

feel?

What do you have the right to talk about?

What do 
you stand 

for?

Yo
u

Own 
brand
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What do 
they need?

What 
makes 
them 

different?

What do 
they 

expect 
from you?

What are 
they 

interested 
in?

What do 
they stand 

for?

Customer



Your audienceYou

What do 
you sell?

What 
makes you 
different?

Brand 4 
Words

How do 
you want 
to make 

your 
customers 

feel?

What do you have the right to talk about?

What do 
you stand 

for?

What do 
they need?

What 
makes 
them 

different?

What do 
they 

expect 
from you?

What are 
they 

interested 
in?

What do 
they stand 

for?
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What do 

they need?

‘We are real collectors, 
obsessed with one 
particular type of figure, 
we hunt out, and find 
them at auctions over the 
country, and you should 
see how excited we get 
about finding something 
special.’

Chris loves fishing and 
the shop reflects that. 
Everyone is an expert, a 
fisherman/woman, we 
share the same passion 
and commitment as 
you. ‘Want to find us, 
we’ll either be in the 
shop or on the banks.’

Holly Moore, built 
herself and her company 
from nothing. Through 
commitment, passion 
and energy. She bounces 
with enthusiasm for her 
company and her clients. 
There is no such thing as 
going the extra mile.

Greek food from a true 
Greek cook. Built from a 
passion for food, and a love 
of Greece, everything they 
do is through a desire to 
promote the beauty, flavour 
and simplicity for Greek 
food.

Little Red Kiss is Gemma. At a ‘certain 
age’ she wanted to accessorise so she 
could still look good, feel stylish and 
retain her sense of well being. She is 
growing her brand off her will and 
commitment to delivering affordable 
quality.



Your audienceYou

What do 
you sell?

What 
makes you 
different?

Brand 4 
Words

How do 
you want 
to make 

your 
customers 

feel?

What do you have the right to talk about?

What do 
you stand 

for?

What do 
they need?

What 
makes 
them 

different?

What do 
they 

expect 
from you?

What are 
they 

interested 
in?

What do 
they stand 

for?

Yo
ur

 st
or

y

Your 
Story



Second step is to 
understand what 

marketing is 
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Hygiene Factors

First Contact

Attract

Deliver

Close

Engage

Assess

Recontact

Relationship
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Hygiene 
Factors

RelationshipRecontactAssessDeliverCloseEngageAttractFirst Contact

Website
CMS

Website
Backup

Website
Mobile

Website
Hosting

Website
URL

Website
Analytics

Website
Security

Content Strategy

Customer Email

Prospecting Email Marketing

SEO

Database

Social Media - Facebook

Social Twitter

Google PPC

Social Paid

Reviews

Influencers

Affiliates

Video

Content Strategy

Social Media

Social LinkedIn

Brand

Segmentation

Word of Mouth

Social Instagram 

Word of Mouth

Print and Broadcast Media

PR

Print

Exhibitions

Sales

Promotions

Telemarketing

Direct Marketing

Sponsorship
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Hygiene 
Factors

RelationshipRecontactAssessDeliverCloseEngageAttractFirst Contact

Website
CMS

Website
Backup

Website
Mobile

Website
Hosting

Website
URL

Website
Analytics

Website
Security

Database

Organic Social Media -
Facebook

Paid Reach - Facebook

Reviews

Influencers

Video

Brand

Segmentation

Word of Mouth

Video

Organic Social Media - Facebook

Organic Social Media - Instagram

Organic Social Media -
Twitter

Organic Social Media - Instagram

Organic Social Media - Twitter

Paid Reach - Instagram

Paid Reach - Twitter

Paid Reach - LinkedIn

Recommendations

Organic Social Media -
LinkedIn

Groups and tribes
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RelationshipRecontactAssessDeliverCloseEngageAttractFirst Contact

So what do you do?
Own 

brand



Think about how you can move people along the journey

RelationshipRecontactAssessDeliverCloseEngageAttractFirst Contact

Day to day useful posting on Facebook, 
LinkedIn and Twitter to show an interest in 

the marketplace

Ads aimed at an 
audience of people 

similar to those 
who visit my site

Ads aimed at site 
visitors

Ads aimed at 
customers

Day to day useful posting on 
Facebook, linkedIn and Twitter 

to show an interest in the 
marketplace

Involvement in groups and tribes
Involvement in groups 

and tribes

Responding to messages Responding to messages

Reviews Asking for reviews

Sharing user-generated contentSharing user-generated content

‘How to’ 
videos

‘How to’ videos

Building contacts 
on LinkedIn

Live video

User gen video

Use of influencers



So, what do 
you talk 
about?

And when?

Bstorm



Eleven questions you should answer (in different proportions)

• What is going on in my business?
• What do I want to sell you?
• What is it like working here?
• What is genuinely useful to you?
• What else will you be interested in?
• What will inspire you?
• Who else buys our products?
• What about me?
• What do we stand for?
• What will our products do for you?
• What are other people saying about us?



So what do you talk about?
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When do you talk about it – there is some research!

• Thursdays and Fridays from 1 p.m. to 3 
p.m. are the best times to post on 
Facebook [Hubspot]

• Thursday at 8 p.m. [TrackMaven]
• 1–4 p.m. late into the week and on 

weekends [CoSchedule]
• Off-peak [Buzzsum0]

http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/best-times-post-pin-tweet-social-media-infographic
http://trackmaven.com/blog/2016/10/best-times-to-post-social-media/
http://coschedule.com/blog/best-times-to-post-on-social-media/#facebook
http://www.thedrum.com/news/2017/01/16/shorter-peak-posts-will-increase-facebook-engagements-report-suggests




But research does not really help much (in my view)



So what do you talk about?
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• What is going on in my business?



• What do I want to sell you?



• What is it like working here?



• What is genuinely useful to you?



• What else will you be interested in?



• What will inspire you?



• Who else buys our products?



• What about me?



• What do we stand for?



• What will our products do for you?



• What are other people saying about us?



Eleven questions you should answer (in different proportions)

• What is going on in my business?
• What do I want to sell you?
• What is it like working here?
• What is genuinely useful to you?
• What else will you be interested in?
• What will inspire you?
• Who else buys our products?
• What about me?
• What do we stand for?
• What will our products do for you?
• What are other people saying about us?



0 5 10 15 20 25 30

What is going on in my business?

What do I want to sell you?

What is it like working here?

What is genuinely useful to you?

What else will you be interested in?

What will inspire you?

Who else buys our products?

What about me?

What do we stand for?

What will our products do for you?

What are other people saying about us?

Overall



Steps to take
1. Define your brand and your audience
2. Review your purchase cycle
3. Get the basic hygiene factors sorted – pixels, managers, accounts, pages, analytics, reporting etc
4. Get some audiences created, start collecting the data for later
5. Plan out your communications, so that you are bringing people on a journey
6. Plan out your content so you have a structured approach based around the 11 questions
7. Prioritise which social media you are going to focus on to get right first

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Linkedin
4. Instagram
5. ?

8. Review and improve your content/use of social media on one of the channels, get it right then 
move on to the next channel

9. Start to generate traffic through paid opportunities
10. Review and implement video content the key channels
11. Join some relevant groups and engage



Resources to help you



Useful resource – Answer The Public



Useful resource – Social Media Examiner



Useful resource - Social Bakers



Useful resource - hootsuitee



Useful resource – Google News



Useful resource -Data Studio



Steps to take
1. Define your brand and your audience
2. Review your purchase cycle
3. Get the basic hygiene factors sorted – pixels, managers, accounts, pages, analytics, reporting etc
4. Get some audiences created, start collecting the data for later
5. Plan out your communications, so that you are bringing people on a journey
6. Plan out your content so you have a structured approach based around the 11 questions
7. Prioritise which social media you are going to focus on to get right first

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Linkedin
4. Instagram
5. ?

8. Review and improve your content/use of social media on one of the channels, get it right then 
move on to the next channel

9. Start to generate traffic through paid opportunities
10. Review and implement video content the key channels
11. Join some relevant groups and engage



The Social Media Marketing Channels
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What do you want people to 

Think about you?

How do you want them to 

Feel about you

What Action do you want them 
to take as a result

What are the facts you want them 

to Understand

You build websites
You sell cakes
You are a local company
You are a small company

You look like a decent person to work with
You are a safe pair of hands
You are committed to supporting the environment
You love your staff

You have 16 years experiences in what your do
Your wedding cakes are naked
Your subscription costs £25 per month

Pick up the phone and call me
Make a purchase online
Make a repeat purchase online
Visit my shop

Think, Feel, 
Understand

act



Facebook



What is it?

• The world’s largest social media

• Really, it is the low-hanging fruit -
pretty much the baseline of your 
activity. Start with Facebook, get it 
right, and then move on.

• It is governed by the Facebook 
algorithm and so you have to 
understand what it does and how it 
works to really maximise your 
opportunities.



Your objective is to show a little of you  in business, 
and your company. It’s  about being interesting and 
useful – what do you want people to understand 
about your business and you?

• The first and most important thing is to be useful!

• Be persistent and consistent

• Recognize it is a long game

• If you can’t be genuine and authentic – don’t do it

• If you just want to talk about yourself – don’t do it

• Don’t build your business on something you don’t own

• Don’t ask for likes, or shares, or be spammy

What do you want people 

to Think about you?

How do you want them to Feel about you

What Action do 
you want them to 
take as a result

What are the facts you 
want them to 

Understand
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Structure

Personal account

Business Page

Business Manager

Facebook Pixel

Custom Audiences

Website





The algorithm. 
We want to make the world more 
social so that people can become 
connected to people, develop real 
relationships and live better lives.



What is the algorithm?

• The algorithm decides which of your business 
posts and ads appear, where they appear, and 
who they appear to

• Prioritises posts with lots of likes/comments and 
shares

• Prioritises posts with lots of 
likes/comments/shares – quickly

• Liked by friends

• Posts from friends

• Doesn’t like, spam, clickbait, likebait, repetition, 
text only, promotional content

• Doesn’t really like your business posts

• Has what appear to be manually created limits

How likely is the 
person to respond 

to the content



What is the algorithm?

• Passive Signals
• View time
• Video watch time
• Type of post
• Time posted
• Your history
• What time is it now
• Technology (what type of phone, how 

strong the internet connection is)
• Other

• Active Signals
• Comments
• Replies
• Likes 
• Shares
• Other

How likely is the 
person to respond 

to the content



What to do?
• Start a conversation
• Join in with conversation

• Prioritise quality over content – more is not better
• Be very clear about your audience – look for the 

smallest viable audience and be great for them
• Put your money behind content with the best organic 

reach and let it get some organic reach first

• Avoid clickbait
• Avoid likebait
• Create groups, join and be part of it

• Use Short Form Video
• Track your performance, measure and learn



Insights



The smallest viable audience



The smallest viable audience
• What connects your 100 top customers?

Gender Age 
Group

Location

What do 
they love 

about you?

What do 
they hate 

about you?

What’s the 
one thing 
they need 
from you?

What do 
they like?

What do 
they 

dislike?

What do 
they stand 

for?

What do 
they 

support?

What do 
they Watch 

on TV?

What’s the 
first thing 
they do in 

the 
morning?

Who else 
to they like 
and follow?

What do 
they read?

Define



The pixel

You need to think about at what stage in the sales process people may visit your site;
• Early comparisons – research
• Looking for a phone number
• Driven by hints and tips



So for example

• A cleaning company would set up the following audiences:
• 150-180 day audience for people on half yearly cycles
• 2-5 day audience to prompt calls excluding people who just found our number
• 15 -30 day audience for people researching



Eight steps to take
1. Review your listing and preview – have you filled in everything that is interesting and 

useful to your audience
2. Set up a free ‘hootsuite’ plan and link your social channels
3. Decide your smallest viable audience - Once you have decided, focus on delighting 

them – aim your content at them.
4. Set up a reporting system, so you review your performance – combine  google 

analytics and facebook insights into something like data studio
5. Set up the facebook pixel and start to create facebook audiences. So decide on your 

timescales – how long do people take to buy from you.
6. Review your content plan and start to schedule your posts regularly – if you try for 

one per day – something interesting and useful then if you only get 4 a week that is 
ok

7. Follow competitors, local, businesses, speakers, interesting people and share their 
content with your audience

8. Start to actively source facebook reviews from customers



RelationshipRecontactAssessDeliverCloseEngageAttractFirst Contact

Review your 
business listing

Live video at events

Share useful news stories

Share business stories

Share user generated content

Create an event and invite people to it

Get and manage online reviews

Shortform ‘how to’ videos for 
customers

Respond to messages

Review your 
business Page

Live video at events

Connect to 
companies you 

meet

Like and research 
companies you 
want to work 

with

Be generous with other people’s content

Share your client’s content



Steps to take
1. Define your brand and your audience
2. Review your purchase cycle
3. Get the basic hygiene factors sorted – pixels, managers, accounts, pages, analytics, reporting etc
4. Get some audiences created, start collecting the data for later
5. Plan out your communications, so that you are bringing people on a journey
6. Plan out your content so you have a structured approach based around the 11 questions
7. Prioritise which social media you are going to focus on to get right first

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Linkedin
4. Instagram
5. ?

8. Review and improve your content/use of social media on one of the channels, get it right then 
move on to the next channel

9. Start to generate traffic through paid opportunities
10. Review and implement video content the key channels
11. Join some relevant groups and engage



Instagram



What is it?

• Instagram is a social network that 
allows users to share and edit both 
photos and videos. Out of the social 
networks, only Facebook and Youtube
have more daily active users than 
Instagram. 

Once used mainly by teens and young 
millennials, Instagram continues to 
grow as one of the most popular social 
media platforms, and the data tells us 
that it’s not going to change anytime 
soon. 



Your objective is to show a little of you  in business, 
and your company. It’s  about being interesting and 
useful – what do you want people to understand 
about your business and you?

• The first and most important thing is to be useful!

• Be persistent and consistent

• Recognize it is a long game

• If you can’t be genuine and authentic – don’t do it

• If you just want to talk about yourself – don’t do it

• Don’t build your business on something you don’t own

• Don’t ask for likes, or shares, or be spammy

What do you want people to Think
about you?

How do you want them to Feel about you

What Action do 
you want them to 
take as a result

What are the facts you 
want them to 

Understand
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Structure

Personal account – for research and leanrning

Business account – probably all linked through facebook manager

Facebook / Business Manager

Facebook Pixel

Custom Audiences

Website



What is the algorithm?
• Instagram’s primary goal is to maximize the time users spend on the 

platform

Instagram’s top 3 ranking signals

• Relationship - Instagram’s algorithm prioritizes content from accounts 
that users interact with a lot. - If a person often leaves comments on 
your posts, or if they have notifications enabled for your account, or 
you DM each other, or you tag each other in your posts, then the 
algorithm recognizes that the two of you are “close.”

• Interest - The algorithm also predicts which posts are important to 
users based on their past behaviour. This potentially includes the use 
of machine vision (a.k.a. image recognition) technology to assess the 
content of a photo.

• Timeliness - The algorithm is more likely to show users newer posts 
first.

• And – Use Frequency – How many people they follow, and session 
time



What to do?
• Post more often
• Post better quality (more often)

• Step up your photo quality
• Post video – the algorithm should not prioritise it, 

unless the user does of course.
• Post when they are on online

• Try to build relationships – be personable – write better 
captions

• Use a few, good hashtags – don’t be desperate! – I 
would not use more than 9, and for me, less is better

• Try a contest, test things that might work

• Try stories – in some ways looking less slick, more 
instant, more amateur is better – but stories do not in 
themselves influence the algorithm



Six steps to take
1. Review your page – as a user, get other people (friends to review, and give you 

honest feedback) – check what you say, what you post
2. Set up a free ‘hootsuite’ plan and link your social channels

3. Decide your smallest viable audience - Once you have decided, focus on delighting 
them – aim your content at them.

4. Set up a reporting system, so you review your performance – combine  google 
analytics and facebook insights into something like data studio

5. Set up the facebook pixel and start to create audiences. So decide on your 
timescales – how long do people take to buy from you.

6. Look at some apps and systems you can use to improve your images, the quality the 
look and feel – spark post is a decent one to use



Steps to take
1. Define your brand and your audience
2. Review your purchase cycle
3. Get the basic hygiene factors sorted – pixels, managers, accounts, pages, analytics, reporting etc
4. Get some audiences created, start collecting the data for later
5. Plan out your communications, so that you are bringing people on a journey
6. Plan out your content so you have a structured approach based around the 11 questions
7. Prioritise which social media you are going to focus on to get right first

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Linkedin
4. Instagram
5. ?

8. Review and improve your content/use of social media on one of the channels, get it right then 
move on to the next channel

9. Start to generate traffic through paid opportunities
10. Review and implement video content the key channels
11. Join some relevant groups and engage



LinkedIn



What is it?

• LinkedIn is a professional networking platform that was 
launched in 2003 for professional development and 
networking. 

While it primarily serves individual professionals by 
allowing them to post accomplishments and work 
histories, as well as upload résumés and other supporting 
material, it also provides opportunities for businesses to 
post jobs, showcase new products and services, and 
network with potential prospects. A messaging feature 
also provides two-way communication between users.



Your objective is show a little of you

in business, and your company. It’s

about being interesting and useful –

what do you want people to

understand about your business and

you?

• The first and most important thing is to be useful!

• Be persistent and consistent

• Recognise that it’s a long game

• If you can’t be genuine and authentic – don’t do it

• If you just want to talk about yourself – don’t do it

• Don’t build your business on something you don’t own

• Do not ask for likes, or shares, or be spammy

What do you want people to Think about 
you?

How do you want 

them to Feel 
about you

What Action do you 
want them to take as a 
result

What are the facts you want them to 

Understand
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Structure

Personal Account

Business Page

Campaign Manager

Insight Pixel

Custom Audiences

Website



The LinkedIn Algorithm
• Every time you post it sets your content in one of three 

categories
• Spam
• Low quality
• Clear

• Content is then left on the feed to validate the category
• Is my post annoying or offensive?
• Am I over-posting?
• Would people in my network care about this post?
• Is my post so unique and insightful that people would want to 

share with others?
• Is my post relevant to others’ professional lives?

• Judges engagement signals
• Likes
• Comments
• Hides
• views



How to write a good linked in post that works with the algorithm

Offer something of value.

Just talking about your business or 
product isn’t going to grab people’s 
attention too much, especially if there’s 
nothing to make you standout. 

Instead, talk about something of interest 
to your connections. Tell them something 
interesting that you’ve discovered, or 
offer up a thought-out opinion on the 
latest developments in your industry.

Remember to think about who you’re 
talking to. They’re often business 
questions so aim to make things of 
interest to them and not just yourself.

Posting external content might pose 
problems.

Of course a lot of us want to drive traffic 
from LinkedIn, and to do that you need to 
post your own content. This isn’t 
necessarily bad, but it’s worth 
remembering social platforms like you to 
stay on their site as much as possible.

While you won’t be demoted for posting an 
external link, it can be a lot harder for it to 
go ‘viral’. Native images, posts, and videos 
seem to be favoured. But ‘viral’ is not your 
objective anyway!

The best bet is to mix things up. Native 
posts can be great for building your 
audience so, when the time is right, you 
have people to get your future content or 
links in front of.

Get people talking.

LinkedIn loves to see people talking 
underneath posts. The best way to do 
that is to pose questions to your 
audiences.

Try not to get too controversial as there 
are brand considerations when you’ve 
got a huge flame war going on in your 
comments. It’s also a good idea to tag 
some relevant people in, and even ask 
others to include people with specialist 
knowledge.

Thin posts and spammy stuff obviously won’t work. 



Tips on how to play the game

• Use a lot of text-only posts (1,300 characters, 
about 250 words)

• Like your own posts

• Engage with comments

• Link to people where there is a reason, and be 
genuine. Show you understand them and are 
interested

• DON’T send the same comments or invites to 
more than one person

• Monitor notifications for special occasions to 
celebrate – but be careful, it can appear really 
naff to do it often.

• Monitor birthdays, work anniversaries, promotions 
and use them as opportunities to reach out and 
engage prospects – ditto – be careful again it can 
be really naff



RelationshipRecontactAssessDeliverCloseEngageAttractFirst Contact

Review your 
business Page

Share useful news stories

Share Business Stories

Share User generated content

Respond to messages

Review your 
personal profile

Link to real, useful, logical 
people

Create target lists of people

Link to people you 
meet

Research those lists, who, what, 
why

Show a bit of yourself

Be generous with their content



Nine steps to take
1. Review your personal account, is it an ok photo, decent description that talks about 

what you can do more than what you have done. Answer the people come to me when 
question.

2. Start to join some relevant groups and start to see what they talk about, start to learn 
what people are interested in

3. Set up a free ‘hootsuite’ plan and link your social channels
4. Decide your smallest viable audience - Once you have decided, focus on delighting them 

– aim your content at them.
5. Decide what you are really good at and focus on that, draw on the knowledge of your 

team
6. Set up a reporting system, so you review your performance – combine  google analytics 

and insights into something like data studio
7. Review your content plan and start to schedule your posts regularly – if you try for one 

per day – something interesting and useful then if you only get 4 a week that is ok
8. Connect to people you meet, people you are dealing with and have reasons to connect to
9. Research your targets, see what is interesting to them and then connect to them on an 

individual way

5 things 
you can 

offer



Steps to take
1. Define your brand and your audience
2. Review your purchase cycle
3. Get the basic hygiene factors sorted – pixels, managers, accounts, pages, analytics, reporting etc
4. Get some audiences created, start collecting the data for later
5. Plan out your communications, so that you are bringing people on a journey
6. Plan out your content so you have a structured approach based around the 11 questions
7. Prioritise which social media you are going to focus on to get right first

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Linkedin
4. Instagram
5. ?

8. Review and improve your content/use of social media on one of the channels, get it right then 
move on to the next channel

9. Start to generate traffic through paid opportunities
10. Review and implement video content the key channels
11. Join some relevant groups and engage



Twitter



What is it?

• Twitter is a short message communication 
tool that allows you to send out messages 
(tweets) up to 140 characters long to 
people who subscribe to you (followers).

• Your tweets can include a link to any web 
content (blog post, website page, PDF 
document, etc.) or a photograph or video. 
If a picture is worth a thousand words, 
adding an image to a tweet greatly 
expands what you can share to beyond the 
140-character limit for tweets.

https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-statistics/


Your objective is show a little of you in business, and 
your company. It’s about being interesting and useful 
– what do you want people to understand about your 
business and you?

• The first and most important thing is to be useful!

• Be persistent and consistent

• Recognize it is a long game

• If you can’t be genuine, and authentic – don’t do it

• If you just want to talk about yourself – don’t do it

• Don’t build your business on something you don’t 
own

• Do not ask for likes, or shares, or be spammy

What do you want people to Think about you?

How do you want them to 

Feel about you

What Action do you want them 
to take as a result

What are the facts you want them to 

Understand
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Structure

Personal Account

Business Page

Ads Account

Website Tag

Custom Audiences

Website



Latest tweets

Trends for you

Top tweets

In case you missed it



The twitter algorithm

• Top tweets - and in case you missed it - chosen 
based on accounts you interact with, tweets you 
engage with and more:

• Recency
• Retweets
• Clicks
• Favourites
• Impressions
• Engagement versus other tweets
• Engagement with the author
• Type of media used
• Media you engage with
• Followers
• Activity – how often are you/they active
• Location



How to use the algorithm to maximise 
your opportunity

• Maintain an active presence on Twitter
• Tweet at the right time – so analyse your responses by time

• Add hashtags purposefully but not too much – it can look 
desperate

• Use photos, videos, and GIFS
• Repackage top content

• Reply to followers
• Promote your tweets
• Reply to mentions

• Respond and React quickly to breaking news



RelationshipRecontactAssessDeliverCloseEngageAttractFirst Contact

Review your 
business Page

Share useful news stories

Share very short Business Stories

Respond to messages

Link to real, useful, logical 
people

Create target lists of people

Connect to people 
you meet

Research those lists, who, what, 
why

Show a bit of yourself

Be generous with their content

Message people who 
you want to connect 

to and sell to

Breaking news

Share when at an event



Some general  tips
• Start following people

• Start talking to people

• Use twitter lists to organise people into conversation groups
• Customers
• Potential customers
• Community
• Organisations
• Inspirational people
• People you really talk to 

• Use twitter to follow, engage and develop business prospects

• Use twitter for customer service

• Answer questions

• Use twitter to target people locally

• Retweet your best content but not too much

• Use Twitter for latest news and for live events – So – hear some news in your industry – have an opinion about it, share it 
and join in the conversations



Ten steps to take
1. Review your account, is nicely designed, decent description that talks about what you 

can do more than what you have done.
2. Start to follow relevant people
3. Set up a free ‘hootsuite’ plan and link your social channels
4. Decide your smallest viable audience - Once you have decided, focus on delighting them 

– aim your content at them.
5. Create lists of people you can follow, people you want to contact, customers, so you can 

research effectively
6. Set up a reporting system, so you review your performance – combine  google analytics 

and insights into something like data studio
7. Review your content plan and start to schedule your Tweets regularly – if you try for one 

per day – something interesting and useful then if you only get 4 a week that is ok
8. Connect to people you meet, people you are dealing with and have reasons to connect to
9. Research your targets, see what is interesting to them and then connect to them on an 

individual way
10. Start to react to breaking news, comment and give your opinion



Steps to take
1. Define your brand and your audience
2. Review your purchase cycle
3. Get the basic hygiene factors sorted – pixels, managers, accounts, pages, analytics, reporting etc
4. Get some audiences created, start collecting the data for later
5. Plan out your communications, so that you are bringing people on a journey
6. Plan out your content so you have a structured approach based around the 11 questions
7. Prioritise which social media you are going to focus on to get right first

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Linkedin
4. Instagram
5. ?

8. Review and improve your content/use of social media on one of the channels, get it right then 
move on to the next channel

9. Start to generate traffic through paid opportunities
10. Review and implement video content the key channels
11. Join some relevant groups and engage



Paid for reach



UTMs

• UTMs are 
important as 
they allow you 
to track what 
you do, far 
more accurately



Facebook
Paid for





What you can do
• Boosted posts    
• Facebook feed ads
• Facebook carousel ads
• Facebook right column ads
• Facebook in-stream video ads
• Facebook Instant Articles ads
• Facebook Marketplace ads
• Audience Network native, banner and 

interstitial ads
• Sponsored message ads
• Messenger Home ads



Targeting options
• Location

• Age

• Language

• Gender

• Relationship
• preferences

• Education

• Work
• Employers
• Job title
• Industries
• Office type

• Income

• Behaviour

• Automotive

• Charitable

• Digital activity

• Purchase behaviour

• Travellers

• People who like your page

• People who are friends of 
people who like your page

• Events

• Apps

• Custom lists

• Site visitors

• People who visited a page

• People who viewed your 
video

• Home type

• Ethnicity

• Parents

• Generation (baby 
boomers, generation x, 
millennials)

• Life events (anniversary 
within 30 days, away, 
engaged, etc)

• Interests
• Entertainment
• Fitness
• Food
• Shopping



What you should do to 
make our ads stand out?

• Be visual
• Be relevant
• Be believable
• Have a reason to exist
• Have a call to action



What you shouldn’t do

• Don’t over target – Don’t overlay too many 
options – you can get more sophisticated as 
you move forwards

• Don’t under analyse! – there are so many 
options so many alternatives – take it one 
step at a time

• Use the same message for everyone
• Over use hashtags in your posts



An example Facebook campaign

Ads targeting custom look like audiences

1% custom audiences

Last 5 days -
website visitors

Engaged with Facebook Ads targeting our customers

Watched 50% of video1% custom audiences with 
additional demographics

Facebook page

Watched 100% of video

Website

Last 15 days -
website visitors

Last 30 days -
website visitors
150-180 days -
website visitors



Twitter
Paid for





What you can do
• Plain text tweet
• Image Website cards
• Image app cards
• Promoted video
• Single image tweets and GIFs
• Multi-image tweets
• Video app cards
• Video website cards
• Conversational ads
• Direct message card



Targeting options
• Language
• Gender
• Interest
• Follower
• Device 
• Behaviour 
• Own lists
• Keywords
• Location



What you shouldn’t do

• Don’t over target – Don’t overlay too many options
• Don’t over analyse – get on with it!
• Use the same message for everyone
• Over use hashtags in your posts
• Don’t do the same as everyone else



Some good examples

Halo product

Questioning

Real people

Testimonial

Image - Interruption

Know your audience



Linkedin
Paid for





What you can do
• Text ads show up on the right column or top of the page on LinkedIn. They feature text only.
• Single image ads feature one image and show up on the LinkedIn newsfeed along organic 

content.
• Carousel ads feature two or more images and show up on the LinkedIn newsfeed along 

organic content.
• Video ads feature one video and show up on the LinkedIn newsfeed along organic content.
• Follower ads promote your LinkedIn Company Page and use LinkedIn profile data to 

personalise each ad. They’re only visible on the LinkedIn desktop platform.
• Spotlight ads promote a special offering and use LinkedIn profile data to personalise each 

ad. They’re only visible on the LinkedIn desktop platform.
• Job ads promote open jobs and use LinkedIn profile data to personalise each ad. They’re 

only visible on the LinkedIn desktop platform.
• Message ads are delivered to your target audience’s LinkedIn inbox.



Targeting options

• Visitors to your website
• Uploaded contact lists

• Companies
• People on LinkedIn
• Industries

• Function (accounting, medical)
• Job Title
• Seniority (director, manager etc)
• Experience
• Skills (e.g. project management, 

digital marketing)
• Degrees
• Age
• Gender
• Groups
• Interests (e.g. business travel, law)

• Location
• Company name

• Company size



What you shouldn’t do

• Don’t over target – Don’t overlay too many options
• Don’t be too specific – you may have to go for a 

wider audience to just get to the ones you want.
• Don’t over analyse – get on with it!
• Use the same message for everyone
• Forget to monitor it regularly ($8 a day can soon 

mount up)
• Don’t expect huge numbers of clicks – view it as 

brand buidling



An example LinkedIn campaign

Linked in Company Profile

Website

Linked in Personal Profile

Connect and 
build 

relationship

Click through 
text ads

Sponsored 
content Top 100 

companies ads

Ads at existing 
contact lists



Steps to take
1. Define your brand and your audience
2. Review your purchase cycle
3. Get the basic hygiene factors sorted – pixels, managers, accounts, pages, analytics, reporting etc
4. Get some audiences created, start collecting the data for later
5. Plan out your communications, so that you are bringing people on a journey
6. Plan out your content so you have a structured approach based around the 11 questions
7. Prioritise which social media you are going to focus on to get right first

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Linkedin
4. ?

8. Review and improve your content/use of social media on one of the channels, get it right then 
move on to the next channel

9. Start to generate traffic through paid opportunities
10. Review and implement video content the key channels
11. Join some relevant groups and engage



Groups



• Groups

• Group is basically a community made up of like-minded people/organisations that come together to discuss and share ideas 
and advice around common industries or interests



Pros

• They’re a great way to find new connections, 
customers, and partners – people are more likely to 
trust someone like themselves for information

• They provide an arena for discussion about your 
products or services and give you the opportunity to 
cultivate brand awareness

• It’s easy to form relationships and take them out of the 
group

• Members of a group are usually a targeted, highly-
receptive audience

• Groups often have rules to keep interaction focused on 
their purpose 

• People like to belong to a tribe

• It gives you the opportunity to be more personal and 
people want to engage with a person, not a company



Cons

• If you don’t own a group, you can be removed 
without cause

• It can be incredibly time-consuming to keep up with 
active groups

• You may be open to negative content and spam

• Business groups may not be as popular as you hope

• You don’t own the platform so you are at the whim 
of policy changes

• You must comply with terms of service so that your 
group isn’t shut down

• Groups are full of people who will spot it if you are 
faking it



Best Practices

• Be helpful and supportive towards other group members

• Avoid thinking or acting exclusively in the interests of your 
business – you’re here to be part of a community, not     
promote

• See where you can offer value to the group rather than just try 
to sell to them – it’s cynical and obvious. There will be an 
appropriate time for selling later

• Don’t overdo it. Join just one or two groups and remain helpful 
and active

• Make sure to read the rules of a newly-joined group so that you 
behave appropriately

• Do your research – if the group doesn’t have rules then it’s 
probably not well-moderated which could be damaging to you

• If you’re going to add people to a group, make sure you only 
add those you know are interested

• Only create a group if you have a clear purpose in mind.



Steps to take
1. Define your brand and your audience
2. Review your purchase cycle
3. Get the basic hygiene factors sorted – pixels, managers, accounts, pages, analytics, reporting etc
4. Get some audiences created, start collecting the data for later
5. Plan out your communications, so that you are bringing people on a journey
6. Plan out your content so you have a structured approach based around the 11 questions
7. Prioritise which social media you are going to focus on to get right first

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Linkedin
4. ?

8. Review and improve your content/use of social media on one of the channels, get it right then 
move on to the next channel

9. Start to generate traffic through paid opportunities
10. Review and implement video content the key channels
11. Join some relevant groups and engage



Video



VideoMARKETING

48 hours of video uploaded every 
second

300 hours of video uploaded every 
minute

1 billion monthly users
4 billion views on videos daily
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Video Orientation

Square Video Vertical Video Horizontal Video

Average Video Length

Less than 15 s 16-59 1-3 mins

4-6 mins 7-9 mins 10-12 mins

13-15 mins longer than 15 mins
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Some examples

Bstorm



Video Strategy

• Brainstorm some ideas
• Decide what you want to do
• Where are you going to put it –

what is your strategy?
• Produce

• Think about text on the video

• Upload and test

• What is going on in my business?
• What do I want to sell you?

• What is it like working here?
• What is genuinely useful to you?
• What else will you be interested in?

• What will inspire you?
• Who else buys our products?
• What about me?

• What do we stand for?
• What will our products do for you?
• What are other people saying about us?



Some key points

• The single best place for 
people to view your video, in 
full, is on your site

• Followed by YouTube

• People do not consume long 
content on other social 
channels

• Watching video on Facebook 
is likened to watching videos 
on billboards on the 
motorway



A general strategy for informative 
video creation

• What Are They Looking For? Talk about what they are 
looking for very quickly, in the first few seconds

• What Is Their Difficulty? Whatever problem they are 
having, show that you know what it is

• Do We Understand? Show how you understand their 
issue and that you empathise

• Why Should they Trust Us? Be competent –
demonstrate why and how you can solve their issue

• What Are The Steps? Actions – tell them the steps 
needed to solve their issue

• How Do They Do It? Teach them how to do at least one 
of the steps

• What’s Next? – Engage them with what you want them 
to do next



Facebook video

• There are a few ways to go about this:

• Go for widescreen with a ratio of 1920 x 1080 pixels.
• Carefully optimize your video’s text and thumbnail, 

adding relevant tags and compelling description.
• Schedule the video so it’s published during a period of 

high engagement.
• Focus on telling a compelling story, and design the 

video around that purpose.
• Promote the video through a Facebook ad campaign.
• Remember its going to be sound off



Twitter video

• Repurpose existing content –
everything is so fleeting

• Keep is short (30-45 seconds)
• Grab attention very very quickly
• Join in the conversation
• Reply with a video
• Try a live q/a session
• Educate
• Remember its going to be sound 

off
• Put logo and people early



Linkedin video
• Guides
• Hacks
• News and events
• New products
• Behind the scenes
• Case study
• Be timely
• Remember 91% of it will be mobile
• You can produce a video that’s 10 minutes long, but 

shorter is better
• Make the first 6 seconds count
• Remember it’s sound off
• Caption it



An example strategy
15 second teaser video on 

Facebook 

15 second teaser video on Twitter 

Story version on Instagram

Full video on YouTube

Full video on Website

Gated content on site

Advertising to people who 
watched 50% of the video

Advertising to people who 
watched 100% of the video

Advertising to people who 
watched 10% of the video



MarketingWord of mouth
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MarketingWord of mouth

THEY Must BE

• Remarkable
• Relevant
• Reasonable
• Repeatable

THEY Can BE
• Empathy – show you care
• Useful – be genuinely useful
• Generous – give more than they expect
• Speedy – faster than anyone else
• Attitude – what makes you, you 



Ideas?

Bstorm



Steps to take
1. Define your brand and your audience
2. Review your purchase cycle
3. Get the basic hygiene factors sorted – pixels, managers, accounts, pages, analytics, reporting etc
4. Get some audiences created, start collecting the data for later
5. Plan out your communications, so that you are bringing people on a journey
6. Plan out your content so you have a structured approach based around the 11 questions
7. Prioritise which social media you are going to focus on to get right first

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Linkedin
4. ?

8. Review and improve your content/use of social media on one of the channels, get it right then 
move on to the next channel

9. Start to generate traffic through paid opportunities
10. Review and implement video content the key channels
11. Join some relevant groups and engage



If you always do what you’ve always done, 
then you’ll always get what you’ve 

always
got…
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